community impact
By Stephanie Millner

100+ Women Who Care
Donates $10,000 to Support Valley Teachers

Do you have a favorite teacher? Did you know that
Arizona teachers spend on average $500 to $1,200
annually to stock their classroom with basic needs?
Students cannot learn and become productive members
of society without the essentials for learning, such
as paper, pencils, and other basic school supplies.
Treasures 4 Teachers bridges the gap between the
need for school supplies and available resources in our
Phoenix community.

Kim Tarnopolski, Chief Community Builder for 100+ Women Who Care, and Barbara
Blalock, Founder & Executive Director of Treasures 4 Teachers
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In 2004, Barbara Blalock, Founder, was visiting a 2nd-grade
classroom when the teacher asked her students to get out a piece
of paper and pencil. Barbara watched as a 7-year-old student
named Sandy walked up to the teacher and gave her a shoe.
The shoe was in exchange for the pencil in hopes to secure its
availability the next day. This pivotal moment prompted Barb to
be a change maker. She started Treasures 4 Teachers as a place
for teachers to get the supplies needed for free or low cost. Her
mission was to amplify the opportunity for students to enhance
and expand their learning process.
Today, there are two locations in the Valley. Barb believes,
“Teaching is the one profession that teaches all others.”
With that said, it is obvious why she strongly advocates for their
support and success. When she was asked what the $10,000
donation from 100+ Women Who Care Valley of the Sun means to
the organization, she responded with enthusiasm and a contagious
smile, “100+ Women Who Care are absolutely taking care of
100 teachers…100 teachers are going to benefit, but then
if you think about all the individual children’s lives each
teacher touches, it is an amazing community impact.”
Barb encourages all teachers to come out for a personal tour.
In addition, anyone from the Valley can shop in their thrift
store that supports the nonprofit. “I loved the Treasures 4
Teachers tour from the book section to the learning decorations. As a parent whose child is now in college, I am
personally inspired to support teachers and this cause,”
stated Kim Tarnopolski, Chief Community Builder.
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To learn more about Treasures 4 Teachers, visit
treasures4teachers.org. 100+ Women Who Care Valley of the
Sun meets quarterly and always welcomes guests who have a
heart for giving. Register to attend their upcoming giving circle
on January 25th or learn more at 100WWCValleyoftheSun.org.
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RESOLUTIONS
FOR A HEALTHIER
YOU IN 2022

Successful change into a long-term routine can be more challenging than expected, especially when it comes to personal health.
Keeping your New Year’s resolution can be challenging if you
don’t have a plan in place to help you achieve results. To improve
your chances of succeeding with your resolutions, consider this:

you. Keep the big picture in mind as you continue to cultivate
your goal and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Set specific goals. Don’t just say you want to eat healthier; define
what that looks like. Will it mean eating smaller portions?
Perhaps it means swapping your afternoon soft drink for a bottle
of water. Maybe it means taking a walk every day on your lunch
break or signing up for a weekly fitness class.
Measure your goal, and decide how you can track your progress.

For example, someone attempting to lose weight could track their
progress by the numbers on the scale or the way their pants fit.
Keep your goal realistic. Instead of setting yourself up to fail,

make sure your goal is something you can realistically manage
day-to-day.
Give yourself a deadline to measure your success. Once you’ve
reached your goal, celebrate your milestone. Measurement
doesn’t mean you have to stop being healthy once you’ve met
your goal. Once you succeed, set another goal, then another.
Taking small steps over time will build up to big progress.
Always remember to be kind to yourself. You may experience
setbacks or even fall short of your goal. Don’t let that discourage
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